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Praise for Ellen Lupton's book Thinking with Type Type is the basis of web printing and design. Everything you need to know about thinking about the guy, you'll find here. This richly detailed update of classic text belongs to the bookshelf of every designer, writer, editor, editor, and client. -Jefferey Zeldman- This beautifully designed book on understanding typography fills a great
void allows the reader to grasp the principles of typography through inspiring examples with warm and direct explanations -Paula Scher- This engaging book offers dogma-free principles and arcane-free history shortly, it's a compendium for literate typographic practice -Andrew Blauvelt- This book is an essential reading for the design student and the perfect Wake Up drug for the
most searched from design experts -John Maeda - Our best-selling book of all time is now available in a revised and expanded second edition. Thinking with Type is the ultimate guide to using typography in visual communication, from the printed page to the computer screen. This revised edition includes forty-eight pages of new content, including the latest information on print
and web style sheets, the use of embellishments and subtitles, lining numbers and non-alignment, the use of small caps and expanded capital letters, as well as information on subtitles, font licenses, blend fonts and letters. Throughout the book, visual examples show how to be inventive within typographical systems: what the rules are and how to break them. Thinking with Type
is a textbook for everyone: designers, writers, editors, students, and anyone else who works with words. Thinking with Type's (www.thinkingwithtype.com) popular online partner has been revised to reflect the new material in the second edition. Migliori recensioni Le pi-1 recenti Migliori recensioni Traduci tutte le recensioni in Italian Think with type is typography what Stephen
Hawking is a brief history of time for physics. I love typographyThe best-selling Thinking with Type in a revised and expanded second edition: Think with Type is the ultimate guide to using typography in visual communication. Ellen Lupton provides clear, focused guidance on how letters, words, and paragraphs should align, space, sort, and shape. The book covers all the essential
elements of typography, from fonts and type families, to kerning and tracking, to using a grid. Visual examples show how to be inventive within systems in a typographical way, including what the rules are and how to break them. This revised edition includes forty-eight pages of new content the latest information on:• printable and web style sheets• the use of embellishments and
subtitles • lining numbers and non-lining• the use of small caps and enlarged capitals• mixing fonts• font and font formats new revealing demonstrations of basic typographic design with letters, useful exercises and dozens of additional illustrations. Thinking with Type is the typographic book for everyone: designers, writers, editors, students, and anyone else who works with words.
If you like font and letter books, Ellen Lupton's guide reveals how fonts are constructed and how to use them in the most effective way. Letter, text and grid: Ellen Lupton's thinking with Type covers everything with exemplary clarity. This paperback updates the 2004 Princeton Architectural Press edition that became the favorite list reference for thousands of professionals. But this
moderately priced paperback isn't just for experts. It responds to each designer's most basic challenge: organizing letters on a blank page or on a screen. Whether you're building a book, school document, or online site, this first on typographic design can give your work more flexibility, consistency, and meaning. For any student who needs an overview that covers the use and
conception of the type of practice, this is the volume of access. - Omnivoracious From the Publisher Title:Thinking with Type, 2nd revised and expanded edition: A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Edit... Format:Paperback Product Dimensions:224 pages, 8.5 X 7 X 0.75 in Transport Dimensions:224 pages, 8.5 X 7 X 0.75 inPublished:22 juillet 2010Publisher:Princeton
Architectural PressLanguage:EnglishThe following ISBNs are associated with this title: ISBN - 10:1568989695ISBN - 13:9781568989693Propiar for ages: 18 - nullLook for similar articles by category: Typed thinking is typography what Stephen Hawking is a brief history of time for physics. -I Love Typography The best-selling Thinking with Type in a revised and expanded second
edition: Think with Type is the ultimate guide to the use of typography in visual communication. Ellen Lupton provides clear, focused guidance on how letters, words, and paragraphs should align, space, sort, and shape. The book covers all the essential elements of typography, from fonts and type families, to kerning and tracking, to using a grid. Visual examples show how to be
inventive within systems in a typographical way, including what the rules are and how to break them. This revised edition includes forty-eight pages of new content with the latest information on: * style sheets to print and the web * the use of embellishments and subtitles * lining numbers and non-alignment * the use of small caps and expanded capital letters * font mix * font
formats and font license Plus, new demonstrations of basic typographic with letters, useful exercises and dozens of additional illustrations. Thinking with Type is the typographic book for everyone: designers, writers, editors, students, and anyone else who works with words. If you like font and letter books, Ellen Lupton's guide reveals how are built and how to use them in the most
efficient way. Gaia el librero Do you want to receive an email about your favorite products? Ask Gaia, your personal assistant Legal Notes Like the real bloggers, I also inaugurate the new design of this blog with my first draw. The prize is a splendid book: Thinking with the 2nd Edition by Ellen Lupton. A fundamental text in English for a first approach to typography, which analyzes
with taste, precision and richness of examples the fundamental aspects of text: from character anatomy to historical evolution, from text formatting to web processing. Essential for every respected graphic designer. The book is obviously new and - good for fetishists - comes directly from Barnes&amp;Nobles in New York City thanks to my brother (who, however, evidently got the
wrong gift: I already had it!). How does that work? It's simple. There is time all this week, until 11:59 pm on Friday, July 11, to leave a comment below that answers the question: What topic should I discuss most on this blog?. At the end of the week I will completely extract one of the comments, contact the user by email and the lucky statement will be delivered home. I
recommend: if you only write Hello, send me the book you will be forced not to consider your comment. Help me improve with a smart comment! Come on, the book's waiting for you. Hold on.
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